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The P. K. Pinkerton Mysteries: The Case of the Deadly Desperados Nov 03 2022 From the author of the
bestselling Roman Mysteries, a new series set in the Wild West, packed with danger and deadly desperados
at every turn! Virginia City in 1862 is a mining camp sitting above a rich vein of silver in America's Wild
West. It's a dangerous place, full of gamblers, hurdy girls and gunmen - all of them on the make! When
twelve year-old P.K. Pinkerton arrives there, homeless, penniless and hunted, things don't look good. But
P.K. soon finds allies in Sam Clemens, a newspaper reporter, Poker Face Jace, a gambler who can tell when
someone is bluffing, and Ping, a Chinese photographer's apprentice. With the help of these friends - and
armed with a Smith & Wesson seven-shooter and a knack for disguises - P.K. takes on the tricksters and
desperados and tries to become a detective. Fast, furious and funny - an utterly entertaining mystery
adventure from an author who knows exactly how to grip and thrill her readers.
The Pirates of Pompeii Jul 19 2021 It is AD 79 and Mount Vesuvius has erupted, destroying Pompeii.
Among the thousands of people huddled in refugee camps along the bay of Naples are Flavia Gemina and her
friends, Jonathan the Jewish boy, Nubia the African slave-girl, and Lupus the mute beggar boy. When the
friends discover that children are being kidnapped from the camps, they start to investigate and soon solve
the mystery of the pirates of Pompeii. A terrifically exciting and dramatic story packed with superb historical

detail.
Integrating Literacy Naturally Aug 08 2020 Integrating Literacy Naturally is a guide for nurturing a love of
literacy in both teachers and young children. More than a hundred children’s book titles and other resources
serve as springboards for cultivating that love and meeting individual literacy needs in developmentally
appropriate ways. And, educator spotlight stories show how theories move to practice. Pinkerton and Hewitt
draw on their love of literacy and over four decades of combined experience to help readers navigate
individualized instruction, purposeful play, literacy integration, classroom libraries, and a reimagined
workshop approach. Examples for how to do all of this with children’s texts are presented throughout the
book. Eight guiding principles provide an easy path to becoming an intentional, authentic teacher who
focuses on the individual needs of children and avoids one-sized literacy instruction. The principles grew
from heart to heart conversations the authors had about joyful reading and writing experiences being reduced
to worksheets and rote memorization in many classrooms. This book moves teachers far away from drill the
skill literacy. Use it as a guide on your path to making literacy learning both playful and intentional in the
early childhood classroom.
P.K. Pinkerton and the Pistol-Packing Widows Jul 31 2022 "If, as P.K.’s foster mother puts it, ‘a Detective is
someone who uncovers the Truth & brings Justice’ then Lawrence…is being the kind of detective all good
authors can be."--New York Times Book Review on P.K. Pinkerton and the Deadly Desperados P.K.
Pinkerton’s detective agency is thriving in Virginia City—until the evening P.K. is abruptly stuffed into a
turnip sack and tossed into the back of a wagon! Surfacing in Chinatown, P.K. is forced into taking a job
trailing the abductor’s fiancé in Carson City. Danger lurks at every turn. P.K. must battle quicksand, escape
the despicable former Deputy Marshall, Jack Williams, and save Poker Face Jace from certain death at the
hands of the fatal “Black Widow,” who is courting P.K.’s friend and mentor. Master-of-disguise P.K.
Pinkerton has almost perfected the art of staying hidden in plain sight, but when the stakes become life or

death, the only thing that can save the young detective is to give away the biggest secret of all.
Escape from Rome Dec 12 2020 The first in a brand new historical adventure series from million-copyselling Caroline Lawrence, set in Roman Britain during the reign of the evil Emperor Domitian. The year is
AD 94. When the evil Emperor Domitian sends soldiers to seize his family's home in the middle of the night,
twelve-year-old Juba must escape with his brother and sisters, and journey to distant Britannia on the edge of
the known world. His task: To avoid capture and death. His quest: To find a safe haven in Britain. His
destiny: To save the children. Brand new exciting Roman series from the bestselling author of THE ROMAN
MYSTERIES, perfect for children studying at Key Stage 2. Historical locations featured in book 1 are Rome,
Ostia, Londinium and Fishbourne.
Presenting Buffalo Bill Jun 05 2020 Everyone knows the name Buffalo Bill, but few these days know what
he did or, in some cases, didn't do. Was he a Pony Express rider? Did he serve Custer at the Battle of Little
Big Horn? Did he scalp countless Native Americans, or did he defend their rights? This, the first significant
biography of Buffalo Bill Cody for younger readers in many years, explains it all. With copious archival
illustrations and a handsome design, Presenting Buffalo Bill makes the great showman come alive for new
generations. Extensive back matter, bibliography, and source notes complete the package. This title has
Common Core connections.
Kate Warne, Pinkerton Detective May 05 2020 A biography of Kate Warne, the first woman detective in
the U.S after being hired by the Pinkerton Agency in 1856.
The Roman Mysteries Treasury Nov 10 2020 Fantasy fiction. Join Flavia, Jonathan, Nubia and Lupus as they
explore fascinating facets of life in ancient Rome. Evocative text and vivid full-colour illustrations bring to
life the themes, settings and personalities in the bestselling series. Includes a timeline of key events in Roman
history and a map of the Roman Empire.
Pinkerton, Behave! Jan 13 2021 Pinkerton the Great Dane goes to obedience school, where he fails to learn

fetch, come, and bark, and is an adorably bad influence on the other dogs. But that doesn't mean he can't save
the day when a burglar breaks into the house and Pinkerton is able to put his bad habits to good use.
The Thieves of Ostia Dec 24 2021 This exciting new mystery series is set in ancient Rome. Four children-Flavia Gemina, a ship owner's daughter; Jonathan, her new neighbor; Nubia, an African slave; and Lupus, a
beggar boy--join together to solve mysteries that are based on historical fact. Maps.
Born to Fly Jul 27 2019 Born to Fly tells the story of eleven-year-old tomboy Bird McGill. Ever since she
can remember, Bird has loved flying in small propeller airplanes with her mechanic dad. When the local
airstrip is turned into a military flight school, Bird is in heaven. But when a young Japanese American
student named Kenji Fujita joins Bird’s class, the entire school seems to be convinced that he’s a spy, or at
the very least, that he and his uncle want the Japanese to win. Bird is wary of Kenji, not just because he’s
Japanese, but because he steals her flight-related topic for a school report and leaves her to write about the
deadly boring local marsh weed. But on Bird’s first trip to the marsh, she and Kenji accidentally discover real
spy activity in the area. Bird realizes that Kenji is actually a stand-up guy—and she and Kenji begin an
adventure that will shake the town and may even change the future of the United States. Winner of the Dell
Yearling Contest
The Clue in the Diary #7 Jun 25 2019 Nancy must figure out the connection between a mysterious diary and
a suspicious house fire.
Kaleidoscope Eyes Apr 03 2020 Will Lyza’s 1968 summer mystery lead to . . . pirate treasure? When Lyza
helps her dad clean out her late grandfather’s house, a mysterious surprise brightens the sad task. In
Gramps’s dusty attic, Lyza discovers three maps, carefully folded and stacked, bound by a single rubber
band. On top, an envelope says “For Lyza ONLY.” What could this possibly be? It takes the help of her two
best friends, Malcolm and Carolann, to figure out that the maps reveal three possible spots in their own New
Jersey town where Captain Kidd (the Captain Kidd, seventeenth-century pirate) may have buried a treasure.

Can three thirteen-year-olds actually conduct a secret treasure hunt? And what will they find? In a tale
inspired by a true story of buried treasure, Jen Bryant weaves an emotional and suspenseful novel in poems,
all set against the backdrop of the Vietnam War during a pivotal year in U.S. history.
Ante's Inferno Sep 20 2021 Twelve year-old Ante (Antonia) Alganesh has a problem. It’s lunchbreak and
Florence’s gang are after her. Desperate for a place to hide, she climbs the forbidden staircase to the old
organ loft, where a hundred years ago a boy tumbled to his death. No one will think of looking for her there...
Except Florence...
The Dragonfly Pool Oct 10 2020 The Dragonfly Pool by Eva Ibbotson is an enchanting tale of friendship and
determination during the Second World War, from the author of The Star of Kazan. Tally Hamilton is furious
to hear she is being sent from London to a horrid, stuffy boarding school in the countryside. And all because
of the stupid war. But Delderton Hall is a far more interesting place than Tally ever imagined, and an exciting
school trip to the beautiful and luscious kingdom of Bergania whisks Tally into an unexpected adventure . . .
will she be able to save her new friend, Prince Karil, before it's too late?
P.K. Pinkerton and the Case of the Deadly Desperados Oct 02 2022 "Clever, and very funny."--The New
York Times The year is 1862, and twelve-year-old P.K. “Pinky” Pinkerton is on the run from Whittlin’ Walt
and his gang of ruthless desperados. P.K. is determined to hold on to Ma’s last priceless possession: the deed
to a large amount of land and silver mines in the Nevada Mountains. Problem is, that’s exactly what
Whittlin’ Walt is after, and he’ll do just about anything to get his hands on it. P.K. will have to be both clever
and cunning to evade the band of outlaws. But time is running out, and no one can run forever. After all, this
is the Wild West, and there’s hardly a safe place to hide.
Time Travel Diaries: Adventure in Athens Feb 23 2022 Alex and his friend Dinu vowed never to time-travel
again . . . But now it's summer and Alex and Dinu have been offered a luxury summer holiday in Athens.
After a rooftop banquet the evening they arrive, everyone gets food poisoning and is told not to eat for 48

hours. When Alex and Dinu feel better, they decide to stretch their legs. But the moment they step out of the
hotel, their limo pulls up with their dangerous mentor Solomon Daisy who now has a new mission for them.
He wants them to go back to the 'Golden Age of Athens' - to a time when Socrates was alive and when
Athens was at peace with Sparta. The second book in Caroline Lawrence's gripping new time-travel series.
Outlaws of Time: The Legend of Sam Miracle Jun 17 2021 This new fantasy-adventure series from N. D.
Wilson, bestselling author of 100 Cupboards, pits a misfit twelve-year-old against a maniacal villain with a
deadly vendetta. This one-of-a kind story is must read for fans of Brandon Mull and Soman Chainani, and the
start of a thrilling tale from a masterful storyteller. Sam Miracle’s life is made up of dreams, dreams where
he’s a courageous, legendary hero instead of a foster kid with two bad arms that can barely move. Sometimes
these dreams feel so real, they seem like forgotten memories. And sometimes they make him believe that his
arms might come alive again. But Sam is about to discover that the world he knows and the world he
imagines are separated by only one thing: time. And that separation is only an illusion. The laws of time can
be bent and shifted by people with special magic that allows them to travel through the past, present, and
future. But not all of these “time walkers” can be trusted. One is out to protect Sam so that he can accept his
greatest destiny, and another is out to kill him so that a prophecy will never be fulfilled. However, it’s an
adventurous girl named Glory and two peculiar snakes who show Sam the way through the dark paths of
yesterday to help him make sure there will be a tomorrow for every last person on earth.
P. K. Pinkerton and the Pistol-Packing Widows Jun 29 2022 P.K. Pinkerton's detective agency is thriving in
Virginia Cityuntil the evening P.K. is abruptly stuffed into a turnip sack and tossed into the back of a wagon!
Surfacing in Chinatown, P.K. is forced into taking a job trailing the abductor's fiancé i
The Blackthorn Key Aug 20 2021 In 1665 London, fourteen-year-old Christopher Rowe, apprentice to an
apothecary, and his best friend, Tom, try to uncover the truth behind a mysterious cult, following a trail of
puzzles, codes, pranks, and danger toward an unearthly secret with the power to tear the world apart.

The Boundless Mar 03 2020 Aboard "The Boundless," the greatest train ever built, on its maiden voyage
across Canada, teenaged Will enlists the aid of a traveling circus to save the train from villains.
The Twelve Tasks of Flavia Gemina Sep 08 2020 Mystery and adventure for four young detectives in Ancient
Roman times . . . Flavia is suspicious of the new woman in her father's life, Cartilia Poplica. She's certain that
Cartilia has an ulterior motive, but to find out the truth Flavia must perform twelve tasks - like the Greek hero
Hercules. So begins a thrilling journey, but what will Flavia learn at the end of her quest?
The Sixty-Eight Rooms Nov 30 2019 Almost everybody who has grown up in Chicago knows about the
Thorne Rooms. Housed in the Children’s Galleries of the Chicago Art Institute, they are a collection of 68
exquisitely crafted miniature rooms made in the 1930s by Mrs. James Ward Thorne. Each of the 68 rooms is
designed in the style of a different historic period, and every detail is perfect, from the knobs on the doors to
the candles in the candlesticks. Some might even say, the rooms are magic. Imagine—what if you discovered
a key that allowed you to shrink so that you were small enough to sneak inside and explore the rooms’
secrets? What if you discovered that others had done so before you? And that someone had left something
important behind? Fans of Chasing Vermeer, The Doll People, and From the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil E.
Frankweiler will be swept up in the magic of this exciting art adventure!
Jasper and the Riddle of Riley's Mine Apr 15 2021 Hoping to strike it rich, two brothers escape an abusive
father and set out on a treacherous journey to Alaska during the Klondike Gold Rush. Desperate to get away
from their drunkard of a father, eleven-year-old Jasper and his older brother Melvin often talk of running
away, of heading north to Alaska to chase riches beyond their wildest dreams. The Klondike Gold Rush is
calling, and Melvin has finally decided the time to go is now—even if that means leaving Jasper behind. But
Jasper has other plans, and follows his brother aboard a steamer as a stowaway. Onboard the ship, Jasper
overhears a rumor about One-Eyed Riley, an old coot who's long since gone, but is said to have left clues to
the location of his stake, which still has plenty of gold left. The first person to unravel the clues and find the

mine can stake the claim and become filthy rich. Jasper is quick to catch gold fever and knows he and Melvin
can find the mine—all they have to do is survive the rough Alaskan terrain, along with the steep competition
from the unscrupulous and dangerous people they encounter along the way. In an endearing, funny, pitchperfect middle grade voice, Caroline Starr Rose tells another stellar historical adventure young readers will
long remember.
The Case of the Pistol-packing Widows Apr 27 2022 From the million-copy-selling author of The Roman
Mysteries comes the third whip-cracking adventure in this award-winning series. When P.K. is suddenly
abducted, he fears he's going to be thrown in the river to drown. In fact, he's about to get a new case. He must
travel to Carson City, don a disguise and shadow his friend and mentor, Poker Face Jace. But Jace isn't easy
to fool, P.K.'s widow woman disguise is horribly uncomfortable and, as if that's not bad enough, it seems
somebody might be trying to kill him! Can P.K. survive amid the gun-slingers, gamblers and desperados of
Carson City?
The Night Raid Sep 28 2019 The Trojan War is over. The survivors must find new land on which to settle,
and there is war. Rye and Nisus, two teenage warriors among Aeneas's Trojan refugees, make a disastrous
decision to raid the camp of their enemy.
The Sewer Demon Oct 22 2021 At the end of book 17 of the Roman Mysteries, Caroline Lawrence
introduced us to Threptus - a young beggar boy who is inspired to learn to read, write and lead an honest life
by Lupus's example. Threptus needs to earn money to be schooled and as he seeks employment he meets
many fascinating residents of the Port of Ostia ... all of whom have a mystery which needs to be solved. Each
of the Threptus books will be a mini mystery.
The Secrets of Vesuvius Mar 15 2021 It's the summer of AD 79 and Flavia Gemina and her friends, Jonathan,
Nubia and Lupus, set sail for the Bay of Naples where they are going to stay with Flavia's uncle near
Pompeii. Once they arrive, they are soon absorbed in a quest to solve a riddle that may lead to treasure. But

then tragedy strikes: Mount Vesuvius erupts and the friends must flee for their lives! Not just a mystery - this
is an absolutely thrilling action adventure that brings history to life!
How To Write a Great Story Jan 25 2022 Stories are incredibly powerful so if you become a writer, be
careful. Your book could change the world. Caroline Lawrence shares her best tips in this illustrated guide to
creative writing and storytelling for readers and writers aged 9+. . . Featuring examples from all kinds of
stories, including Black Panther, Alice in Wonderland, Harry Potter, The Incredibles and Star Wars, Caroline
explores every aspect of writing - from brainstorming a setting, to creating an opponent and choosing your
hero's greatest weakness. Inspired by Caroline's school events and workshops, and illustrated with Linzie
Hunter's lively black and white artwork on every page, this is the perfect addition to the bookshelves of
young writers everywhere.
The Assassins of Rome Nov 22 2021 Jonathan goes on a secret quest to Rome, and Flavia, Nubia and Lupus
set out to find him. Their dangerous mission takes them to the Golden House of Nero where a deadly assassin
is rumoured to be at work - and they learn what happened to Jonathan's family during the terrible destruction
of Jerusalem nine years earlier.
The Case of the Bogus Detective May 29 2022 The final whip-cracking adventure in the P.K. Pinkerton
series from bestselling Roman Mysteries author Caroline Lawrence. When P.K's father, Robert Pinkerton,
suddenly appears in Virginia City, P.K.'s life turns upside down. Suddenly she's having to learn how to be a
'girly-girl' in a cunning plot to outwit silver thieves. But it seems the thieves are one step ahead! Has P.K.
finally met her match or can she use her detective skills to turn the situation on its head and impress her
private-eye Pa? A gripping rollercoaster ride of a tale packed with Wild West authenticity and atmosphere
from this million-selling author.
If You're Spooky and You Know It Aug 27 2019 Clap your hands for this spooky, Halloween-themed twist
on the classic children's song "If You're Happy and You Know It"! If you're spooky and you know it, clap

your hands! If you're spooky and you know it, clap your hands! If you're spooky and you know it, and you
really want to show it-- if you're spooky and you know it, clap your hands! The monsters in the book all want
to show how spooky they are! Filled with spooky skeletons clapping hands, wicked witches stomping feet,
hairy werewolves jumping up and down, sneaky vampires nodding heads, naughty mummies snapping
fingers, and creepy frankensteins honking noses, little ones will love this frightful, Halloween-themed twist
on the song "If You're Happy and You Know It"!
The Beggar of Volubilis Jul 07 2020 Flavia and her friends are on a quest for the Emperor Titus - to steal a
valuable gemstone known as 'Nero's Eye'. The Delphic Oracle prophesied that whoever owns the gem will
rule Rome - so Titus is determined to claim it for himself. Their travels take them across the Roman province
of Mauretania, from Sabratha (in modern Libya) to Volubilis (Morocco). As they travel on a caravan across
the desert they encounter slave-traders, pantomime actors and a wild animal stampede. The detectives must
consider another quest: what has happened to Uncle Gaius? Meanwhile, Flavia faces some tough decisions
about her future.
Louisiana's Way Home Jan 01 2020 From two-time Newbery Medalist Kate DiCamillo comes a story of
discovering who you are — and deciding who you want to be. When Louisiana Elefante’s granny wakes her
up in the middle of the night to tell her that the day of reckoning has arrived and they have to leave home
immediately, Louisiana isn’t overly worried. After all, Granny has many middle-of-the-night ideas. But this
time, things are different. This time, Granny intends for them never to return. Separated from her best friends,
Raymie and Beverly, Louisiana struggles to oppose the winds of fate (and Granny) and find a way home. But
as Louisiana’s life becomes entwined with the lives of the people of a small Georgia town — including a
surly motel owner, a walrus-like minister, and a mysterious boy with a crow on his shoulder — she starts to
worry that she is destined only for good-byes. (Which could be due to the curse on Louisiana's and Granny’s
heads. But that is a story for another time.) Called “one of DiCamillo’s most singular and arresting creations”

by The New York Times Book Review, the heartbreakingly irresistible Louisiana Elefante was introduced to
readers in Raymie Nightingale — and now, with humor and tenderness, Kate DiCamillo returns to tell her
story.
P.K. Pinkerton and the Petrified Man Sep 01 2022 The second book in a rip-roaring adventure series set in
the wild west! After escaping the ruthless desperados, P.K. finally feels safe in Virginia City and is ready to
set up a new private eye business. But all the mysteries in town seem to be pranks—until the day P.K. meets
a young maid named Martha. Martha’s employer has been found dead . . . and now the killer is after her. The
mystery takes a grave turn when Martha disappears, so P.K. consults Poker Face Jace, an expert at people
reading. With his help, P.K. inspects saloons and billiard rooms, and even tries sneaking into the coroner’s
office. But time is quickly running out for P.K., and Martha’s life has never been in more danger.
Gold Rush Girl Feb 11 2021 Newbery Medalist Avi brings us mud-caked, tent-filled San Francisco in 1848
with a willful heroine who goes on an unintended — and perilous — adventure to save her brother. Victoria
Blaisdell longs for independence and adventure, and she yearns to accompany her father as he sails west in
search of real gold! But it is 1848, and Tory isn’t even allowed to go to school, much less travel all the way
from Rhode Island to California. Determined to take control of her own destiny, Tory stows away on the
ship. Though San Francisco is frenzied and full of wild and dangerous men, Tory finds freedom and
friendship there. Until one day, when Father is in the gold fields, her younger brother, Jacob, is kidnapped.
And so Tory is spurred on a treacherous search for him in Rotten Row, a part of San Francisco Bay crowded
with hundreds of abandoned ships. Beloved storyteller Avi is at the top of his form as he ushers us back to an
extraordinary time of hope and risk, brought to life by a heroine readers will cheer for. Spot-on details and
high suspense make this a vivid, absorbing historical adventure.
P.K. Pinkerton and the Petrified Man Mar 27 2022 The second book in a rip-roaring adventure series set
in the wild west! After escaping the ruthless desperados, P.K. finally feels safe in Virginia City and is ready

to set up a new private eye business. But all the mysteries in town seem to be pranks—until the day P.K.
meets a young maid named Martha. Martha’s employer has been found dead . . . and now the killer is after
her. The mystery takes a grave turn when Martha disappears, so P.K. consults Poker Face Jace, an expert at
people reading. With his help, P.K. inspects saloons and billiard rooms, and even tries sneaking into the
coroner’s office. But time is quickly running out for P.K., and Martha’s life has never been in more danger.
The Secret at Shadow Ranch Jan 31 2020 In Arizona, Nancy uncovers a strange mystery about a kidnapped
child.
Laser Cladding May 17 2021 Capitalizing on the rapid growth and reduced costs of laser systems, laser
cladding is gaining momentum, and in some instances replacing conventional techniques of depositing thin
films because it can accommodate a great variety of materials, achieve uniform thickness and precise widths
of layers, and provide improved resistance to wear and corrosion in the final product. Laser cladding
technology also offers a revolutionary layered manufacturing and prototyping technique that can fabricate
complex components without intermediate steps. Laser Cladding reviews the parameters, techniques and
equipment, process modeling and control, and the physical metallurgy of alloying and solidification during
laser cladding. The authors clarify the interconnections laser cladding has with CAD/CAM design;
automation and robotics; sensors, feedback, and control; physics, material science, heat transfer, fluid
dynamics, and powder metallurgy to promote further development and improved process quality of this
growing technology. As the first book entirely dedicated to the topic, it also offers a history of its
development and a guide to applications and market opportunities. While a considerable part of Laser
Cladding is dedicated to industrial applications, this volume brings together valuable information illustrated
with real case studies based on the authors' vast experience, and research and analysis in the field to provide a
timely source for both academia and industry.
The Dolphins of Laurentum Oct 29 2019 A ragged stranger and the prospect of losing her family's fortune

lead Flavia Gemina and her friends, Jonathan, Lupus, and Nubia to a seaside villa where possible danger and
treasure are close at hand.
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